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1. Introduction

Studying dental structures and surrounding tissues in the oral cavity presents the basis for understanding the occurrence of pathological process and enables the correct approach and treatment. Oral rehabilitation is inherently difficult, due to the functional and parafunctional forces within the mouth that result in extremely complex structural responses by the oral tissue [1]. The success of restorative materials depends on their properties to withstand and resist occlusal forces and successfully support the remaining oral structure [2]. Studies examining the biomechanical behavior of oral structures require sophisticated simulations of the fundaments of the stomatognathic system [3].

There were numerous ways and attempts of experimental research, but due to the complexity of dental structures, composed of various tissue materials mechanically and chemically interconnected, and due to complex tooth morphology and surrounding structures, these attempts failed to obtain precise and reliable results. Researches have used photoelastic methods, computer simulation methods and finite element analysis to conduct stress analyses of sound and restored teeth in order to predict their fracture resistance. Conventional methods such as photoelasticity and the strain-gauge methods are inadequate to predict reliable stress distribution in the tooth [4]. The use of traditional load-to-failure bench-top testing is unable to recreate the failure mechanisms seen clinically; hence the use of FEA is gaining popularity because of its ability to accurately asses the complex biomechanical behavior of irregular prosthetic structures and heterogeneous material in a non-destructive, repeatable manner [5].

2. Finite element analysis

Finite element analysis (FEA) is a numerical method of analyzing stresses and deformations in structures which originated from the need for solving complex structural problems in civil and aeronautical engineering. In order to achieve this goal, the structures are broken...
down into many small simple segments or elements, each with specific physical properties (figure 1). Than, an operator uses a computer program in order to obtain a model of stresses produced by various loads [6,7]. A major advantage of finite element analysis (FEA) is its ability to solve complex biomechanical problems for which other study methods are inadequate. Stress, strain and some other qualities can be calculated in every point throughout the structure. FEA is also being used as part of the design process to simulate possible structure failure, as a mean to reduce the need for making prototypes, and reducing a need for performing actual experiments, that are usually expensive and time-consuming [8]. This method allows researches to overcome some ethical and methodological limitations and enables them to verify how the stresses are transferred throughout the materials [9].

In the area of dentistry, FEA has been used to simulate the bone remodeling process, to study internal stresses in teeth and different dental materials, and to optimize the shape of restorations. Because of the large inherent variations in biological material properties and anatomy, mechanical testing involving biomaterials usually require a large number of samples. With FEA the necessity of traditional specimens can be avoided, and by using a mathematical model it also eliminates the need for large number of experimental teeth. It has been used to represent simulated tooth mechanical behavior under occlusal loads in details [8].
2.1. Finite element model

The decision to use 2D or 3D models to investigate biomechanical behavior of complex structures, by FEA, depends on many inter-related factors, such as the complexity of the geometry, material, properties, mode of analysis, etc. Although 2D models are simpler, easier to build and less time consuming, they do not represent the complexity of the real problem. 2D model might be considered when studying the qualitative biomechanical behavior, but for the quantitative stress analysis the 2D models overestimate stress magnitudes and do not represent the realistic model. 3D model may provide more reliable data that more accurately represent non-linear and anisotropic materials. 3D models should be carefully created with appropriate mesh density [3]. Khera et al. were the pioneers in the utilization of 3D models. The models were obtained from sectional images of human mandible, but this is no longer required due to the use of a computerized tomography (CT) [10].

The 3D geometry of the tooth (figure 2) can be reconstructed in two ways. The old traditional method consists of embedding the tooth in red epoxy and sectioning it perpendicularly to the long axis by a precise saw (figure 3). Each section is than digitally photographed and the 3D geometry of the tooth is being constructed from these cross-sections using specialized computer program. The solid model is transferred into a finite element analysis program, where a 3D mesh is being created, and subsequently the stress distribution analysis performed (figure 4) [4, 25].

Figure 2. Natural tooth
The second, latest method of reconstructing a 3D tooth model is performed with the aid of CT. It facilitates and speeds up the acquisition and produces more accurate model. With this method the surrounding soft structures can be also included, larger areas scanned and reconstructed, while the structures itself still remain in the patient mouth. The next big advantage of CT model rendering consists of the possibility to scan the same structure
before and after the performed therapy procedures, and periodical follow-ups of the therapy success. Technologies such as micro-CT scanning open up the possibility for complex 3D modeling [11]. However, the process of going from image to mesh involves a number of processing steps, each with potential geometric errors [12].

2.2. Interpretation of the FEA results

The results obtained from a FEA on the restored system contain information about the stress distribution of each component of the restoration, instead of only a single value of failure load typical of in vitro results. A correct interpretation of FEA results should be based on the stresses and strength of each component of the system. To obtain accurate conclusions from these interpretations, three conditions must be fulfilled. First, FEA should adequately represent the real stress values; second, strength of the different materials must be known; third, an adequate failure criterion must be used [13].

It is not possible to implement the results from FEA directly into a clinical situation, but it has to design the model in such a way that it mimics the real situation as closely as possible. FEA analysis must be interpreted with a certain amount of caution. Most of the researches modeled dental structures as isotropic and not anisotropic. The finite element model represents a static situation at the moment of load application and not an actual clinical situation. In reality, the loading of the structure is more dynamic and cyclic. The materials of the various tooth structures were assumed to be isotropic, homogenous and elastic, and that they remain such under applied loads. More precise measurements can be obtained if the material properties are set as anisotropic and non-homogeneous, but such setup requires much more complex mathematical calculations. It is better to use a non-linear elastic-plastic material model than the linear models that are used in most FEA studies [14].

The values from finite element analysis are presented as maximum and minimum principal stresses. Most of the previously published studies have analyzed the results from Von Mises maximal stress [15-19]. This is probably associated to the fact that this is the normal criterion for the most engineering analyses, which usually deal with ductile materials such as steel and aluminum [13]. It is known that the Von Mises criterion is only valid for the ductile materials with equal compressive or tensile strength, but materials exhibiting brittle behavior such as ceramics, cements or resin composites presents reported values of compressive strength significantly greater than tensile strength [20]. Positive and negative values indicate that the corresponding regions are subjected to tensile or compressive stresses (figure 5) [21].

The response of the structure is different if asymmetrical loading is considered. When the tooth is compressively loaded, displacements do not appear to be significant because of the rather large compressive yield strength. The situation is different if the asymmetrical loading is considered, when the tensile stress occurs. The dental tissues are more resilient to compressive than tensile forces. Any occlusal contact that can create tensile stress, also creates the possibility to create a lesion in tooth structure. When lateral loads are applied, tensile stresses generated in the areas are of higher values than when vertical loads are
applied onto the same areas. The increase in the load does not cause a change in the overall stress pattern, but increases the values. The loading, that the tooth is subjected to, may cause cracks in the tooth, but not necessarily its immediate failure. Most of the failures of dental materials used for tooth restorations are caused by tensile stress. Precise occlusal adjustments of teeth occlusal surfaces should be performed to prevent such events. The average chewing force varies between 11 and 150 N, whereas force peaks are 200N in the anterior, 350N in the posterior and 1000N with bruxism [22].

Figure 5. FEA model of a restored apicotomyed tooth

3. Materials and types of reconstructions in dental medicine

The use of different materials for restoration substantially modifies the stress distribution of an originally healthy tooth. The difference between the elastic modulus of tooth and restorative material may be a source of stress in the dental structures. If the stress exceeds the yield strength of the materials, fracture of the restorative materials or the tooth may occur. The occlusal force leaning against the tooth or dental implant axis causes the structure to bend, and the higher tensile stresses are produced. The oblique force loading on the dental structure is the major cause of dental damage and the further attention should be paid to the importance of the occlusal adjustment [4, 7, 25].

The way the chewing force application is much more important than the dentine and the enamel properties, or even the properties of the restorative materials. The consequences of the same chewing force for different teeth also need to be highlighted because structural
changes can occur depending upon the magnitude of the force, which can affect the tooth morphology in extreme (premature contacts) or repetitive cases (fatigue) [11].

3.1. Natural tooth

The properties of tooth are not homogenous, but are anisotropic like dentin (due to its capillary morphological structure) or enamel (due to its prismatic structure) [23]. Various studies have shown that the failure was confined mostly to the occlusal walls and margins, and was usually seen on the buccal surfaces of lower molars and premolars (figure 6 and 7) [24,25]. Excursive mandibular movements place the buccal cusps in tension or in compression and open up the occlusal margins (figure 8). Enamel near the cemento-enamel junction is highly stressed because the reactive forces have to flow into and through this thin wedge of tissue for it to be transmitted into the root of the tooth and subsequently into the supporting alveolus bone [2]. This is the reason why the restorations inserted into the cervical region can be subjected to high compressive stresses even though these areas are not susceptible to direct contact during mastication [26,4].

![Figure 6. FEA analysis in sound tooth in normal occlusion looking from outside](image)
3.2. Dental restorations

Many detrimental effects during restorative procedures are reported to be produced because of lack of understanding of biomechanical principles underlying treatment. Biomechanical studies are crucial in order to highlight the behavior of restored tooth to functional forces [27].

It was earlier thought that the only forces that dislodge the tooth restorations were the pulling forces of sticky foods, while little thought was given to the biomechanics of the tooth structure. Later, it was seen that forces applied on the occlusal surface of the tooth could induce stresses in a restoration remote from the point of application of the force [2]. Heymann suggested that two mechanisms operate and cause failure. One is the lateral excursive movements resulting in lateral cuspal movements which generate tensile stresses along tooth restoration interface, and the other one are heavy forces in centric occlusion which cause vertical deformation on the tooth leading to compressive and shear stresses [24]. The presence of an occlusal restoration weakens the tooth structure and increases the stresses. Especially the depth is more critical than the width [26,28,29]. This
restoration may also influence the retention of class V restoration because of the tooth flexure theory. Breakdown of the margins of class V restorations may be the result of occlusal loading [2].

![Figure 8. FEA analysis in the sound tooth in the case of malocclusion](image)

A growing interest in aesthetic dental restorations has led to the development of innovative materials for aesthetic restorations of teeth. These new systems have focused on physical properties, such as modulus of elasticity, that are more closely matched to natural tissue, in order to decrease stress concentrations within the dental structure and reduce the incidence of failure. The development of adhesives has created a need to measure the adhesive bond strength of restorative materials to mineralized tissue. Several methods for studying have been developed but FEA capable of quantifying the effect of each tested parameter on bond strength [30].

Composite occlusal restorations have been shown to reduce cuspal flexure compared to an occlusal amalgam restoration [26]. Composite resin in combination with the acid-etch technique and adhesive systems have been used for the restoration of tooth caries and cervical lesions that we commonly call „dental composite restoration“. Evaluation of
marginal integrity at the composite resin-tooth interface is required for clinically successful restorations. Polymerization contraction occurs during light curing and may cause marginal disintegration [31]. The maximum stresses due to the shrinkage of the cement layer may cause debonding of the cement layer. This debonding on one side will cause relaxation of stresses at the other side of the restoration and will cause (micro) leakage with all its detrimental effects [14].

The fracture load of the final restoration is the result of the combined effects of bonding between the underlying tooth, the ceramic restoration, and the resin composite cement. Clinical stress distribution in ceramic dental restorations may be quite complex. Several factors are associated with crack initiation and propagation, including the shape, microstructural no homogeneities, the size and distribution of surface flows, residual stresses, ceramic-cement interfacial features, thickness of restorations, different elastic modulus and the magnitude and orientation of the applied load. On the structural factors, the connector areas are the most influential in failure [22]. Traditional load-to–failure testing has proved irrelevant in predicting the clinical performance of ceramics, largely because they cannot recreate the failure mechanisms seen in clinical specimens [5]. The FEA was used to determine the optimal stress distribution in the ceramics bridges that would reduce the risk of connector fracture. The points of greater stress were found within, or near the connector [22].

The FEA demonstrated that with the use of an idealized inlay preparation form and an optimized bridge design emphasizing a broadening of the gingival embrasure, the forces derived from mastication can be adequately distributed to levels which are within the fracture strength of current ceramics [5]. Tensile stresses tend to be more critical than compressive stresses for ceramic materials. The strength of ceramic restorations is significantly affected by the presence of flows or other microscopic defects [32]. Tensile stress concentration at cementation surface of the ceramic layer was suggested to be the predominant factor controlling ceramic failure [33]. Fea showed lower tensile stress levels at the cementation surface than in the area under and between the load points, which could explain the occlusal to cervical direction of fracture seen in the fractographic analysis. Although the polymer crown had a higher fracture resistance than ceramics, a larger amount of the occlusal load was transferred through the tooth, resulting in catastrophic fracture of the tooth. This fracture behavior can limit the use of polymer crowns when compared to ceramic systems [32]. Molar crowns made of stiffer materials are less prone to debonding and crowns made of higher elastic modulus material protect the tooth structures from damage [23].

Veneers used in restorative rehabilitations for anterior teeth are retained by the adhesive systems and resin cements. These restorations are mechanically not strong, because they are made up of a brittle material, but they have good retention due to the resin-dentine bonding. The remaining tooth tissue is the most important factor for the longevity of the veneers where the buccal, cervical region is the most critical region. Teeth totally recover their properties when veneers are placed as a partial enamel substitute. The use of ceramic
was a key element since the elasticity modulus of porcelains is matched well with enamel [11].

The widely used method for treatment of structurally weakened teeth is the post and core system. This system can be classified into two basic core system, metal posts and cores that are custom cast as a single piece, and two element designs composing a prefabricated post to which other materials core is subsequently adapted [34]. The difference between the elastic modulus of dentine and the post material may be a source of stress for root structures. Debonding of posts because of contraction stress of the cement was found as the most common mode of failure [27]. The effect of post design is also very important for dentinal stress distribution since the placement of a post can create stresses that lead to root fracture (figure 9) [1]. Increased intracanal stresses below the level of crestal bone would explain the higher incidence of deep root fractures in teeth restored with post-retained crowns. Horizontal loads generate more dentinal stress than vertical loads. Shorter posts are associated with more dentinal stress concentration around the post apex. Consequently, extending the apical post beyond the level of alveolar bone is essential to avoid stress concentration in the region of the post apex. However, very long posts are associated with higher intracanal stress values. A higher amount of radicular dentin around the post is important in order to reduce dentinal stress concentration within the root [35]. The use of post materials conflicts with the mechanical resistance of teeth because of mismatch in the stiffness with the residual dental structure [36]. Many studies have shown that fiberglass posts give better biomechanical performance. Titanium posts concentrate stress close to the post-cement interface, promoting weakness of restored tooth. Akkayan [37] observed that the fractures occurring with the use of fiberglass and quartz posts systems could be repaired, whereas this was not the case with zirconium and titanium posts. Thus, fiberglass post can be considered a very good choice because they offer good biomechanical performance, provide excellent aesthetics, and exhibit good adhesion to cementing agents [38].

Clinicians generally agree that NiTi rotary files have good properties to produce desirable tapered root canal forms, but also have a risk of fracture during instrumentation. These instruments have been developed to overcome the rigidity of stainless steel instruments [39]. Design of an instrument is the main factor in their mechanical behavior. Cyclic fatigue, which is a failure process associated with repetitive stressing, and torsion have been reported as dominant factors in file fracture [40].

With the application of adhesive technology to endodontics, the term monoblock has become familiar. Monoblock units can be created in a root canal system either by adhesive root sealers in combination with a bondable root filling material or adhesive post systems. The concept of creating mechanically homogenous units within the root dentine is excellent in theory, but accomplishing these ideal monoblock in the canal space is challenging because bonding to dentine is compromised by volumetric changes in resin-based materials, high cavity configuration factors, debris on canal walls, and differences in regional bond strengths [27].
3.3. Dental implants and anchorage systems for tooth movements and bone fracture

Dental implants are widely used to replace decayed teeth or to support prostheses. The failure is associated with bone loss around an implant neck. Bone loss can be activated by excessive implant loading, as by bacterial infection or trauma [41]. Mechanical stress can have positive and negative consequences for bone tissue and for maintaining osseointegration of an oral implant [9]. The prognosis for stress concentration at the bone-implant interface is of the utmost importance in dental implant research [41]. FEA has been widely used in the field of oral implantology to estimate peri-implant stress and strain [42]. The relation between implant design and load distribution at implant-bone interface is important in the search for optimal implant configuration with minimum stress peaks. Another significant factor is bone quality, in mechanical terms; this is determined by bone strength. Increase in implant length and diameter leads to reduction of stress magnitudes within the cortical bone [41]. FEA study shows that non-submerged implants showed higher stress values in the peri-implant bone than submerged ones and the use of soft liner materials considerably reduces the stress levels.
in the peri-implant bone interfaces. Different heights and the use of soft liners were relevant in the stress distribution to the bone adjacent to the implants. Better distribution of the stresses will provide a more predictable osseointegration [9].

Prosthesis retention remains a much debated topic in the implant literature. Clinical studies comparing cement- and screw- retained implant restorations reveal no differences in outcomes. There is evidence from laboratory and FEA studies that implants with an internal-type connection exhibit better stress distribution with off-axis loading [43]. The combined use of implants and teeth has been questioned because of the differences of mobility between the abutments. Several authors have concluded that the tooth-implant bond does not have a negative influence on the marginal bone and soft tissues, but special care must be taken in planning in order to compensate for the differences in biomechanical responses between the implant and the tooth [44].

The biomechanical background of orthodontic tooth movement has been explored by many authors, and orthodontic movement principally depends on stress and strain in periodontal ligament (PDL). PDL is a thin connective tissue between the root and bone and play a key role in tooth mobility [12]. Accurate FEA model creation of a tooth and PDL is possible due to the use of micro-CT. Anchorage control in orthodontic treatment is an important factor in treatments outcome. Miniscrews and miniplates are being widely used because of their small size and superiority over endosseous implants due to the fact that they can be immediately loaded. Miniplates have the same features with the plates used in maxillofacial surgery [45]. Good treatment results have been reported by using miniscrews for orthodontic anchorage in various malocclusions, but major problem is their high failure rate. Unlike dental implants, mechanical interdigitation at the cortical bone rather than osseointegration is required for the stability of miniscrews. The placement angle, the type of miniscrews, and the direction of forces significantly affect the distribution area and the amount of stress [46]. Inadequate design and non-homogenous force distribution can cause stress directly effecting on the screws and may impair screws stability. Mobile plates can irritate the surrounding tissue and may cause inflammation. The FEA study revealed that the new miniplates are highly efficient in reducing stress on the fixation screws [45].

Fractures of the mandibular angle are the most problematic in the facial region because of the high frequency of complications and difficult surgical access to the site [47]. Infection and nonunion are commonly reported after rigid internal fixation of these fractures [48]. The stress analyses obtained from FEA modeling can provide information regarding interactions between hardware and bone during normal patient functioning. A single tension band on the superior borders provided more angle fracture stability than a single bicortical plate placed inferiorly. This results support the use of the single tension band configuration as a less invasive fixation approach to fractures [47].

4. General guidelines

The results of the finite element analysis must be interpreted with a certain amount of caution. Most of the researches modeled dental structures as isotropic and not othotropic.
The finite element model represented a static situation at the moment of load application and not an actual clinical situation. In reality, the loading of the structure is more dynamic and cyclic. More precise measurements could be obtained if the material properties are set as anisotropic and non-homogeneous, but such setup requires much more complex mathematical calculations.

To obtain better understanding of the tooth lesions, which is important for the clinical treatment and restoration of damage, analyses of stress distribution in the oral cavity under various loading condition are highly desirable. FEA is a valuable tool for investigation of stress distribution within various types of reconstructions and prosthodontic appliances in dental medicine.

The dental profession is influenced by various sources of information, which may be considered as “evidence-based” (controlled clinical studies) and “expert opinion”. A realistic approach is to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the available clinical data and combine it with clinical experience [43]. Most researchers in FEA assumed that all materials used were homogenous, isotropic and linearly elastic. However, this assumption does not reflect the exact situation. The periodontal ligament has nonlinear mechanical properties and the bone is inhomogeneous [9,35]. The 3D analysis permits high efficiency when the biomechanical behavior of the structure needs to be evaluated under different loading conditions. In the last four decades many studies have shown how the Finite Element Analysis applied to dental mechanics has become a popular numerical method to investigate the critical aspects related to stress distribution. The use of more detailed 3D models could be helpful in understanding critical problems related to the restorative material choice and optimal application procedures. Improved computer and modeling techniques render the FEA a very reliable and accurate approach in biomechanical applications [9].

The results from FEA confirm the concept that the interfaces of materials with different module of elasticity represent the weak point of restorative systems. Restorations with material having a similar elastic modulus to tooth can save and strengthen the remaining tooth structure [27]. Combining fatigue experiments with FEA may eliminate, or at least minimize, experimental limitations by correlating fatigue failure to stress instead of specific testing configuration.

5. Conclusions

There are numerous ways and attempts of experimental research, but due to complexity of dental structures, composed of various tissue materials mechanically and chemically interconnected, and due to complex tooth morphology and surrounding structures, most of these attempts fail to present precise and reliable results.

The 3D analysis permits high efficiency when the biomechanical behavior of the structure should be evaluated under different loading conditions. In the biomedical fields, the FEA is an important tool since it can avoid the necessity of traditional specimens, and by using a
mathematical model it eliminates the need of large number of teeth. The use of more detailed 3D models is helpful in understand critical problems related to the restorative material choice and optimal application procedures. Improved computer and modeling techniques render the FEA a very reliable and accurate approach in biomechanical applications.

When the tooth is compressively loaded, displacements do not appear to be significant because of its rather large compressive yield strength. The situation is different when asymmetrical loading is considered and tensile stress occurs. The dental tissues are more resilient to compressive than tensile forces. Any occlusal contact that can create tensile stress, also creates the possibility to create a lesion in tooth structure. Most of the failures of dental materials used for tooth restorations are caused by tensile stress. Precise occlusal adjustments of teeth occlusal surfaces should be performed to prevent such events. The difference between the elastic modulus of tooth and restorative material may be a source of stress in the dental structures. If the stress exceeds the yield strength of the materials, fracture of the restorative materials or the tooth may occur.

The FEA helps to improve preparation designs, indicates the right material or combination of materials to be used in various load and stress conditions in order to reduce material and/or tooth failure in clinical practice.
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